
2019 MITSUBISHI MODEL LINEUP

At Mitsubishi Motors, we believe not all drivers are created equal. So we build our 
vehicles for a different breed of driver, the fearless ones who take pride in what 
they drive, and refuse to drive more of the same. It’s obvious to us that people who 
truly want distinctive styling and the latest technology see past the procession of 
bland imitations. We believe that every vehicle we make should stand for something. 
Something more than expected. And that’s why we don’t build Mitsubishi cars for 
stereotypes. We build them for you.
MITSUBISHICARS.COM 1.888.MITSU2019 NATLBRO-19-001

You can expect the same quality and design in our accessories that 
you find in every one of our vehicles. Whether your new Mitsubishi 
will join you in one action-packed road trip after another, or it will 
safely chauffeur your growing family to school plays and soccer 
practices, a variety of available accessories, options and custom  
add-ons allow you to personalize your Mitsubishi to suit your lifestyle. 

BUILD THE 
MITSUBISHI 
THAT’S RIGHT 
FOR YOU

GENUINE ACCESSORIES

TOW HITCH

MUD GUARDS

CARGO MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

WHEEL LOCKS

ROOF RACK KIT

HOOD PROTECTOR



There is opportunity for adventure in every day. Maybe you’ll pack the car and move to 
a new state. Maybe you’ll simply take a left turn where you normally turn right. Maybe 
you’ll suddenly stop at that ethnic restaurant you pass every day and order randomly off 
the menu. For those who appreciate the extraordinary in even the most ordinary of days, 
we build your vehicles. They’re vehicles with the performance and style and technology 
and personality to enable you to fulfill that spirit of adventure. For more than 100 years, 
Mitsubishi has poured our passion for exploring technology and design into vehicles 
designed to take you to new places. Safely, reliably and with maximum excitement. Choose 
the one that best fulfills your own idea of adventure. Then go exploring. And never stop.

CHOOSE ADVENTURE

DRIVE YOUR AMBITION
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YOUR MOST ADVANCED MOBILE DEVICE MAY BE YOUR CAR

From touch panel ease to hands-free convenience, our forward-thinking 
vehicles are equipped with some of the most advanced technology 
anywhere. Available on select models, these features can help you make the 
most of your drive while not distracting you from the road ahead.

01 TOUCH PANEL DISPLAY AUDIO SYSTEM
With a standard 7.0 in. touch panel, this sleek system sports a high-gloss 
black finish and uses app-like icons for easy navigation. Features include 
HD Radio® and a rearview camera. And its Bluetooth® wireless system offers 
phone contact list importing and a phone dial screen.1

02 SMARTPHONE LINK DISPLAY AUDIO SYSTEM
Our available Smartphone Link Display Audio system helps you maintain 
caution behind the wheel while enjoying your smartphone’s convenience 
features. This system includes SiriusXM® Satellite Radio2 and HD Radio® (on 
select models), and supports Apple CarPlayTM to let you access Apple Music® 
and Maps, make phone calls and send messages, all through the touch panel 
or Touchpad Controller (Eclipse Cross). Or you can use your voice, via Siri®.3 The 
system also supports Android AutoTM. Simply press the Push To Talk button to 
connect to Google and access all the most commonly used features on the 
AndroidTM platform, such as Google Play Music, Google Maps and Hangouts.4

03 COLOR LCD MULTI-INFORMATION DISPLAY 
An easy-to-read trip computer provides you with helpful information like 
average speed and gas mileage, instant fuel economy, cruising range to 
empty, outside temperature and even maintenance reminder information. 
On models equipped with All-Wheel Control (AWC) or Super All-Wheel 
Control (S-AWC), the display gives performance information such as current 
road surface mode and real-time torque distribution.

04 ROCKFORD FOSGATE® PREMIUM AUDIO SYSTEM
The available 710-watt Rockford Fosgate® audio system powers nine 
premium speakers, including a 10 in. dual-voice coil subwoofer. The 
system incorporates an advanced Digital Signal Processor (DSP) and offers  
sound-field control over the image, staging of the system, adjustment 
of the subwoofer via Punch Control®, as well as the latest DTS® Neural 
Surround technology. Other state-of-the-art technologies include Dolby® 
Volume, PremiDIA HD® and PremiDIA-WIDE® surround, all helping to deliver 
dynamic audio performance wherever the road takes you.5

05 BLUETOOTH® WIRELESS TECHNOLOGY
The hands-free Bluetooth® system seamlessly connects your car with your 
smartphone and most audio-streaming devices, allowing you to wirelessly 
play music from your media player.1

06 TOUCHPAD CONTROLLER
Available in the Eclipse Cross, our Touchpad Controller allows for simple  
tap-and-swipe operation of the Smartphone Link Thin-Display Audio system 
and functions of Apple CarPlayTM.3 Located in the center console within 
easy reach, this advanced feature plays an important role in minimizing  
driver distraction.

07 HEAD UP DISPLAY (HUD)
The power-retractable, full-color Head Up Display (HUD) available in the 
Eclipse Cross helps make driving safer by presenting vehicle speed, data from 
the active safety systems, and other necessary information close to your line 
of sight. It keeps you informed, while letting you keep your eyes on the road.
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TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW
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SAFETY IS NO ACCIDENT

Your safety is our top priority. So we equip our vehicles with a truly 
comprehensive array of active and passive safety features. And on select 
models, you’ll find some of the most advanced safety features ever 
developed. We want you and everyone else you share the road with to get 
wherever you’re heading safely.

01 AUTOMATIC HIGH BEAM HEADLIGHTS
To increase your visibility during nighttime driving, available Automatic 
High Beam (AHB) headlights6 sense the intensity of proximate light sources 
and automatically adjust between low beam headlights and high beam 
headlights. If a vehicle is detected ahead of you, the headlights remain in 
low beams, and if no vehicles are detected ahead of you, the headlights 
switch to high beams.

02 SUPER ALL-WHEEL CONTROL 
With a long history of all-wheel drive systems, our road-handling credentials 
are legendary. The Super All-Wheel Control (S-AWC) available on Outlander, 
Outlander PHEV and Eclipse Cross is an integration of several advanced 
technologies that combine to take full advantage of the engine’s power. 
With the push of a button, the driver can select from multiple S-AWC modes 
to achieve maximum traction, regardless of surface conditions.

03 LANE DEPARTURE WARNING
The available Lane Departure Warning (LDW) feature helps reduce the 
potential dangers associated with drifting out of your lane. If the system 
senses your vehicle departing from its established lane, the system warns 
you with both a display and an audible alert.7

04 BLIND SPOT WARNING WITH LANE CHANGE ASSIST AND  
REAR CROSS TRAFFIC ALERT
These three active safety features help keep you out of harm’s way. Blind 
Spot Warning (BSW) uses radar to help monitor hard-to-see areas behind 
your vehicle.8 If a vehicle enters your driver-side or passenger-side blind 
spot, an indicator lights up in the corresponding side view mirror. Should you 
signal a lane change while the other vehicle is still there, the system flashes 
the indicator light and sounds an audible alert.

Lane Change Assist helps you safely enter an adjacent lane by measuring 
how quickly vehicles in that lane are approaching.9 If it’s not safe for you to 
change lanes or merge, it issues both an audible alert and a visual warning 
in the side view mirror.

Rear Cross-Traffic Alert (RCTA) helps you safely back out of a parking space.10 
When you’re in reverse, the system can detect traffic approaching the rear 
of your vehicle from the driver’s or passenger’s side. If the system senses 
cross traffic, it flashes side-mirror indicators and sounds an audible alert.

05 MULTI-VIEW CAMERA SYSTEM
This available feature displays what’s seen by cameras mounted on the 
front, rear and sides of the vehicle. Views from multiple angles, including 
a bird’s-eye view, can be shown in various combinations on the Outlander, 
Outlander PHEV and Eclipse Cross audio display screens, showing you what’s 
in your blind spots and helping you park more safely.11

06 FORWARD COLLISION MITIGATION
The available Forward Collision Mitigation (FCM) system utilizes both laser 
radar and camera technology to determine if a frontal collision with a 
vehicle or pedestrian is imminent. If so, it warns the driver with audible and 
visual alerts, and automatically applies moderate to emergency braking to 
help reduce the severity of the collision and, if possible, avoid it.12

SAFETY OVERVIEW



ECLIPSE CROSS
THE IDEAL BLEND OF RUGGEDNESS AND REFINEMENT

The 2019 Eclipse Cross is a sight not soon forgotten. Its adventure-ready physique and polished  
coupe-style lines unite to create one of our most revolutionary vehicles to date. The ultimate celebration of 
our signature dynamic crossover form, the Eclipse Cross is distinguished by its wedge profile, accentuated 
beltline and sharp character lines. It features a forward-raked rear window, sharply truncated liftgate, short 
overhang and muscular fenders. It’s available with our highly touted Super All-Wheel Control (S-AWC). Its 
rigid chassis and optimized suspension provide precision handling and enhanced vehicle stability. And 
inside, the Eclipse Cross can be equipped with our Touchpad Controller, Smartphone Link Thin-Display 
Audio system and Head Up Display (HUD). Are you ready to go? The Eclipse Cross is.

POWER AND CONTROL
Our legendary 4WD system is incorporated into the Eclipse Cross, allowing the optimum amount of torque 
to reach all four wheels. S-AWC incorporates brake-activated Active Yaw Control (AYC), and the increased 
body rigidity is made possible by the front 3-point strut tower brace, along with the strategic use of 
structural bonding. The 1.5L direct-injection, turbocharged gasoline engine is mated to a CVT with shift 
control and 8-speed Sport Mode.

INTERIOR CONVENIENCE FEATURES 
Inside, the Eclipse Cross can be fitted with our Touchpad Controller, Smartphone Link Thin-Display Audio 
system and Head Up Display (HUD). The Touchpad Controller is conveniently located in the center console 
and lets you operate the Smartphone Link Thin-Display Audio system, as well as other features. The Head 
Up Display (HUD) makes for a safer drive by presenting vehicle speed, data from the active safety systems, 
and other necessary information on a display that lets you keep your head up and your eyes on the road.

MITSUBISHI CONNECT 
MITSUBISHI CONNECT is a group of innovative services for your driving safety and convenience. Available 
with a two-year trial subscription in SE and SEL models, Safeguard Services and Remote Services can be 
accessed through on-board buttons and the MITSUBISHI CONNECT app.

Eclipse Cross SEL in Red Diamond
As awarded by The Chicago Athenaeum 
Museum of Architecture and Design



Outlander GT in Labrador Black Metallic

OUTLANDER 
GET INTO ONE AND GO

With a price point that makes it easier to get into, the 2019 Outlander comes loaded with standard 
safety and convenience features. From the 7.0 in. Touch Panel Display Audio system with rearview 
camera (standard on the ES) and Smartphone Link Display Audio system (standard on SE, SEL and GT 
trims), to its eye-catching exterior and array of state-of-the-art technology, the 2019 Outlander is the 
embodiment of our commitment to quality and tradition of innovation. And with new styling, front and 
rear suspension tuning, a new quick steering gear ratio, improved cabin rigidity and improved front seat 
support bolsters, every ride will be as comfortable as it is thrilling.

THIRD-ROW SEAT VERSATILITY
The standard third-row seats enhance not only vehicle occupancy, but also versatility. They’re split 
50/50 and can be easily stowed with the pull of a single fold-and-store strap, or quickly returned to 
their upright position by raising the seatback. And the 60/40 split and fold-down second-row seat gives 
you plenty of options for people and payloads.

IIHS TOP SAFETY PICK*
Outlander offers a long list of available advanced safety technologies. The Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) 
system uses radar to help maintain a preset distance between you and the car ahead.13 The available 
Forward Collision Mitigation (FCM) system utilizes both laser radar and camera technology to determine if 
a frontal collision with a vehicle or pedestrian is imminent. If so, it warns the driver with audible and visual 
signals, and automatically applies moderate to emergency braking to reduce the severity of the collision 
and, if possible, avoid a collision.12 Adding to your confidence behind the wheel is a Lane Departure Warning 
(LDW) system.7 It monitors the lane position in front of your vehicle with a camera, alerting you with both a 
display and an audible warning if your vehicle begins drifting from its established lane. There’s also a Blind 
Spot Warning (BSW) system with Lane Change Assist and Rear Cross Traffic Alert (RCTA).8,9,10 Whether you’re 
driving straight, changing lanes or backing out of a parking space, these features continually monitor your 
proximity to approaching vehicles. And standard on every Outlander is a rearview camera, which displays 
an image of the area directly behind the vehicle.

*Based on IIHS ratings for 2018 Outlander with optional equipment.



Outlander Sport GT in Octane Blue Metallic

OUTLANDER SPORT 
ADVENTURING MADE SAFER

With its dynamic exterior and advanced features, the 2019 Outlander Sport is ready to take you to your 
next big adventure in style. And not only in style, but also in safety. The 2019 Outlander Sport adds safety 
features that include a Blind Spot Warning (BSW) system with Lane Change Assist and Rear Cross Traffic 
Alert (RCTA).8,9,10 Whether your journey takes you across the country or across town, you’ll travel relaxed 
and ready for fun. 

FORWARD COLLISION MITIGATION
We want you to be safe out there. The available Forward Collision Mitigation (FCM) with pedestrian 
detection utilizes both laser radar and camera technology to determine if a frontal collision with a 
vehicle or pedestrian is imminent, then warns you with audible and visual signals and automatically 
applies moderate to emergency braking to help reduce the severity of the collision, or if possible, avoid  
it altogether.12

LANE DEPARTURE WARNING
Outlander Sport’s available Lane Departure Warning (LDW) feature helps reduce the potential dangers 
associated with drifting out of your lane, warning you with both a display and an audible signal if the 
system senses your vehicle departing from its established lane.7

MORE SAFETY FEATURES
A Blind Spot Warning (BSW) system with Lane Change Assist and Rear Cross Traffic Alert (RCTA)8,9,10  

helps keep an eye out. Whether you’re driving straight, changing lanes or backing up, these features 
continually monitor your proximity to approaching vehicles. And a rearview camera, which displays an 
image of the area directly behind the vehicle, is standard on every Outlander Sport.



OUTLANDER PHEV
THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS

The Outlander PHEV is everything you love about a CUV, and more. It offers versatile driving dynamics 
made possible by the Super All-Wheel Control (S-AWC) high-performance twin-electric motor 4WD 
system, and can operate in any of three driving modes: EV, Series Hybrid or Parallel Hybrid. Thanks to its 
plug-in capability, Outlander PHEV can handle most local trips on electricity alone. But it can also operate 
as a regular hybrid, utilizing its gas engine and electric motors to provide more range and less anxiety than 
a pure electric vehicle offers. You can go anywhere on a whim, without having to compromise on power 
or worry about environmental impact. And its premium interior appointments mean everywhere you go, 
you’ll go in style.

CUV PRACTICALITY
The Outlander PHEV delivers the versatility you’d expect in a CUV. It offers five-passenger seating, 60/40 
split fold-down rear seats and up to 78.0 cubic feet of cargo space. All in a sophisticated, premium interior 
that enhances every endeavor.

Standard on the Outlander PHEV, Mitsubishi’s legendary Super All-Wheel Control (S-AWC) provides 
excellent driving stability and intuitive, linear handling. S-AWC incorporates a full-time, twin-electric motor 
4WD system that provides quick and optimized torque distribution. 

And with a maximum towing capacity of 1,500 pounds, the Outlander PHEV has the capability to get you 
and all your gear to your next great adventure.

CHARGING OPTIONS
There are three ways to charge the Outlander PHEV and get it ready for its next outing. The Level 1 option 
allows you to fully charge the vehicle by simply plugging the included 8A/12A switchable charging cable 
into a standard 120V outlet, like one you’d find at home. Level 2 lets you plug into a public SAE J1772 
charging station, or you can have a 240V charging station installed at your home. Level 3 is the DC Fast 
Charging system for rapid charging. 

Outlander PHEV in Pearl White

European Model Shown



MIRAGE G4
FUN AND ECO-FRIENDLY, JUST LIKE YOU

The Mirage G4 is a subcompact, four-door sedan designed for those who’d rather go first and plan later. 
It’s always up for a late-night burger run, a last-minute road trip, or even just a day of running errands 
with the stereo blasting. Offering one of the best fuel economy ratings in its class and one of the best 
CO2 emissions ratings in its class, it not only saves you at the pump, it also does its part to keep the 
world green.14,15 With available amenities such as Smartphone Link Display Audio system and with room to 
comfortably seat five, the Mirage G4 is as ready for fun as you are.

INTERIOR SPACE
While it may be a subcompact car, the 2019 Mirage G4 has interior space for five adults. In fact, you and 
your friends will enjoy a full 101.8 cubic feet of interior space. And if the five of you are hitting the road  
in search of your next epic experience, you’ll find there’s plenty of room in the trunk for your luggage.

IMPRESSIVE LEGROOM
The Mirage G4 doesn’t merely accommodate five adults. It does so with class-leading total legroom and 
class-leading rear seat legroom.15 Feel free to invite along friends over 5 feet tall.

AN UPGRADED EXPERIENCE
Technology upgrades make the Mirage G4 a fun experience before your journey even begins. An available 
FAST-Key (Freehand Advanced Security Transmitter) feature lets you unlock the driver’s door while the 
keys remain in your pocket or purse, then also start the engine with the push of a button. And the available 
Smartphone Link Display system feature supports Apple CarPlay™ and Android Auto™, which allows you 
to maintain caution behind the wheel, while still enjoying your smartphone’s convenience features.3,4

Mirage G4 SE in Mercury Gray Metallic



MIRAGE
NO DESTINATION IS OUT OF REACH

Delivering up to a remarkable 43 mpg highway (39 mpg combined), the 2019 Mirage gives you class-leading 
fuel efficiency.16,15 Compact and nimble, the 2019 Mirage is ideal for whatever the day holds, whether work 
or errands or a day off from everything. Though compact outside, inside it offers comfortable seating 
for up to five adults. And with available features such as FAST-Key passive entry with push button start, 
Smartphone Link Display Audio system and automatic climate control, it’s surprisingly well-appointed. 
Factor in the 10-year/100,000-mile Powertrain Limited Warranty, and it’s easy to see that this Mirage is 
one of the best-value vehicles around.

STANDARD TECHNOLOGY
The standard rearview camera helps you view the area directly behind your vehicle on the audio display 
screen, improving safety. And to help you concentrate on the road that lies before you, the standard 
Bluetooth® wireless technology allows you to talk hands-free and to play music from your Bluetooth-
enabled phone and most audio-streaming devices.1

STANDARD EXTERIOR FEATURES
Mirage’s standard LED taillights not only look sharp, they also light up faster, are more visible both day 
and night, and last longer than their conventional counterparts. And absolutely, the standard rear spoiler 
looks cool, but it also enhances aerodynamic performance by reducing air turbulence behind the vehicle.

STEP OUT IN STYLE
The 2019 Mirage features an available new LE trim level that enhances every trip. Interior appointments 
include a Smartphone Link Display system with Apple CarPlayTM and Android Auto,TM red accent seat fabric, 
a leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift knob with red stitching, and heated front seats.3,4 The exterior 
is dressed up as well, with black side mirrors and 15 in. black alloy wheels.

Mirage GT in Pearl White



MODEL LINEUP
VEHICLES BUILT WITH YOU IN MIND

One look at the Mitsubishi model lineup and it’s immediately clear how truly unique each vehicle is.  
Just like you.

There’s the comfort and versatility of the Outlander, the fun and adventure of the Outlander Sport, and 
the style and efficiency of the Mirage and Mirage G4 sedans. And with the revolutionary eco-conscious 
Outlander PHEV and the up-for-anything Eclipse Cross, there’s a vehicle ready and willing to take you on 
your ideal adventure.

Since the day we sold our first U.S. vehicle in 1982, we’ve been committed to continually improving 
our design and technology, to offer our customers a unique selection of style, features, durability and 
performance. And it’s all backed by some of the most comprehensive warranties in the industry.

Our vehicles are more than a means of transportation. They’re a rolling tribute to the driver within. They’re 
an outward expression of your inner love for the road. And they’re the keys to allowing you to drive your 
ambition, whatever that may be, and wherever that may take you.

ECLIPSE CROSS

STANDARD FEATURES
152-hp, 1.5L direct-injection turbocharged engine
CVT with 8-speed Sport Mode
Hill Start Assist (HSA)
Electric power steering 
Color LCD multi-information display
7.0 in. Touch Panel Display audio system  
with HD Radio®
Bluetooth® wireless technology with USB port1

Steering wheel audio and phone controls
Cruise control
Rearview camera system
Automatic climate control
Remote keyless entry
7 SRS airbag safety system including driver’s 
knee airbag17

LED positioning lights
LED brake lights and high-mount stop light
60/40 split folding, slide-and-recline rear seat
Rear spoiler

AVAILABLE FEATURES
Super All-Wheel Control 4WD system
Advanced Safety Features  
(AHB, LDW, BSW, RCTA, FCM, ACC)6,7,8,10,12,13

Steering wheel mounted paddle shifters
Smartphone Link Thin-Display Audio system 
with Apple CarPlayTM and Android AutoTM 3,4

Touchpad Controller
Head Up Display (HUD)
Multi-View Camera system11

FAST-Key passive entry with push button start
Electric parking brake with auto hold
Mitsubishi Connect with 2 year safeguard  
and remote services trial 
Leather seating surfaces
Dual-zone automatic climate control
LED headlights
Dual pane power panoramic sunroof
710-watt Rockford Fosgate® premium  
audio system5

Heated steering wheel
18 in. two-tone alloy wheels

ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT
SEL Touring Package

OUTLANDER

STANDARD FEATURES
166-hp 2.4L I4 or 224-hp 3.0L V6 MIVEC engine
Continuously Variable Transmission (CVT)  
or 6-speed automatic transmission
30 EPA-estimated hwy mpg  
(ES/SE/SEL CVT 2WD)18

18 in. two-tone alloy wheels
7-passenger seating
Hill Start Assist (HSA)
Electric parking brake with auto hold 
Electric power steering 
Color LCD multi-information display
7.0 in. Touch Panel Display audio system  
with HD Radio®
Bluetooth® wireless technology and USB port1

Rearview camera system
Dual-zone automatic climate control 
Rear seat air vents 
Remote keyless entry
Driver controlled auto Up/Down windows 
7 SRS airbag safety system including driver’s 
knee airbag17

LED positioning lights

AVAILABLE FEATURES
Super All-Wheel Control 4WD system
LED headlights
Advanced Safety Features  
(AHB, LDW, BSW, RCTA, FCM, ACC)6,7,8,10,12,13

Smartphone Link Display Audio system with  
Apple CarPlayTM and Android AutoTM 3,4 
Multi-View Camera system11

FAST-Key passive entry with push button start
Front wiper de-icer 
SiriusXM® Satellite Radio with  
3-month subscription2

710-watt Rockford Fosgate® premium  
audio system5

Rear USB port 
Leather seating surfaces
Heated steering wheel
Heated power adjustable driver and front 
passenger seats 
Power remote liftgate

ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT
SE Convenience Package
SEL Premium Package
SEL Touring Package
GT Touring Package

OUTLANDER SPORT

STANDARD FEATURES
148-hp 2.0L or 168-hp 2.4L I4 MIVEC engine
Manual or Continuously Variable  
Transmission (CVT)
30 EPA-estimated hwy mpg (ES CVT 2WD)18

18 in. two-tone alloy wheels
Hill Start Assist (HSA)
Electric power steering 
Color LCD multi-information display
7.0 in. Touch Panel Display audio system  
with HD Radio®
Bluetooth® wireless technology and USB port 1

Rearview camera system
Heated side view mirrors
Automatic Climate Control
Remote keyless entry
7 SRS airbag safety system including driver’s 
knee airbag17

LED rear combination lights
Rear privacy glass

AVAILABLE FEATURES
All-Wheel Control 4WD system
Advanced Safety Features  
(AHB, LDW, BSW, RCTA, FCM)6,7,8,10,12

Smartphone Link Display Audio system with  
Apple CarPlayTM and Android AutoTM 3,4

FAST-Key passive entry with push button start 
HID headlights
Auto-dimming rearview mirror with Homelink®
SiriusXM® Satellite Radio with  
3-month subscription2

Power folding side view mirrors

ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT
Popular Equipment Value Package
Styling Value Package
Exterior Package 
Chrome Package
Cargo Mat Package
Protection and All Weather Value Package
All Weather Package

OUTLANDER PHEV

STANDARD FEATURES
2.0L DOHC MIVEC engine
Twin-electric AC synchronous motors
12kWh main drive lithium-ion battery
Regenerative Brake System (RBS) 
DC Fast Charge capability
Twin motor Super All-Wheel Control (S-AWC) 
18 in. two-tone alloy wheels
5-passenger seating
Electric parking brake with auto hold
Electric power steering 
7.0 in. Smartphone Link Display Audio system 
with Apple CarPlayTM and Android AutoTM 3,4

Mitsubishi remote control
Bluetooth® wireless technology1

Rearview camera system
Dual-zone automatic climate control 
Rear seat air vents
FAST-Key passive entry with push button start
Driver controlled auto Up/Down windows 
Advanced Safety Features (BSW, RCTA)8,10

7 SRS airbag safety system including driver’s 
knee airbag17 
Halogen headlights with LED running lights
Leather seating surfaces
60/40 split fold-down rear seats with  
recline function

AVAILABLE FEATURES
Advanced Safety Features  
(AHB, LDW, FCM, ACC)6,7,12,13

Multi-View Camera system11

LED headlights
LED fog lights
Power glass sunroof 
710-Watt, Rockford-Fosgate® premium  
audio system with 9 speakers5

1500W AC power supply with 2 outlets
Heated steering wheel

ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT
Popular Equipment Value Package
Styling Value Package
Exterior Package
Cargo Mat Package 
Protection and All Weather Value Package

MIRAGE G4

STANDARD FEATURES
78-hp 1.2L I3 MIVEC engine
Manual or Continuously Variable  
Transmission (CVT)
41 EPA-estimated hwy mpg (CVT)18

Hill Start Assist (HSA)
Electric power steering 
Remote keyless entry
7 SRS airbag safety system including driver’s 
knee airbag17 

Touch Panel Display audio system  
with HD Radio®
Bluetooth® wireless technology and USB port1

Steering wheel audio and phone controls
Cruise control 
Rearview camera system
Air conditioning
Tilt steering wheel
Rear seat pass through

AVAILABLE FEATURES
Smartphone Link Display Audio system with  
Apple CarPlayTM and Android AutoTM 3,4

FAST-Key passive entry with push button start
Automatic climate control
Heated front seats
Leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift knob
Driver’s seat armrest
15 in. alloy wheels

ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT
ES Popular Equipment Value Package
Popular Equipment Value Package
Cargo Mat Package
All Weather Package
Protection Package 
Rockford Fosgate® ecoPunchTM Sound System5

MIRAGE

STANDARD FEATURES
78-hp 1.2L I3 MIVEC engine
Manual or Continuously Variable  
Transmission (CVT)
43 EPA-estimated hwy mpg (CVT)18

Hill Start Assist (HSA)
Electric power steering
Touch Panel Display audio system  
with HD Radio®
Bluetooth® wireless technology and USB port1

Steering wheel audio and phone controls
Rearview camera system
Remote keyless entry
7 SRS airbag safety system, including driver’s 
knee airbag17

Air conditioning
LED rear combination lights
Split folding rear seat
Tilt steering wheel
Rear spoiler

AVAILABLE FEATURES
Smartphone Link Display Audio system with  
Apple CarPlayTM and Android AutoTM3,4

FAST-Key passive entry with push button start
Automatic climate control
Cruise control
HID headlights with light tube
Leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift knob
Driver’s seat armrest
15 in. two-tone alloy wheels

ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT
ES Popular Equipment Value Package
Popular Equipment Value Package
Exterior Package
Cargo Mat Package
All Weather Package
Rockford Fosgate® ecoPunchTM Sound System5



WARRANTY
Powertrain  
Basic  
Anti-corrosion/perforation 
Roadside assistance 
PHEV components main drive 
lithium-ion battery

10-year/100,000-mile limited warranty 
5-year/60,000-mile limited warranty 
7-year/100,000-mile limited warranty 
5-year/unlimited miles 
10-year/100,000-mile limited warranty

The 10-year/100,000-mile Powertrain Limited Warranty coverage terms are from the original in-service dates, and are applicable only to the original owner of new, retailed models purchased 
from an authorized Mitsubishi dealer. Subsequent owners receive the balance of the New Vehicle Limited Warranty of 5 years/60,000 miles. In addition, the Mitsubishi Outlander PHEV has a 
fully transferable 10-year/100,000-mile warranty on PHEV components and the Main Drive Lithium-ion battery. See retailer for limited warranty and roadside assistance terms and conditions. 
Technical data, equipment, and options shown are based on the latest information available at the time of printing and are subject to change without notice. Colors may vary due to the printing 
process. Exterior and interior lights on vehicles shown may be illuminated for illustration purposes only. Vehicles are shown with optional equipment. Not all equipment is available on every 
model. For more complete details about equipment configuration and Mitsubishi Genuine Accessories, please contact your Mitsubishi Retailer. Log on to our website and browse our full lineup 
of new vehicles, get MSRP and customer rebate information, and “build” the Mitsubishi that’s right for you. The site can help you locate your nearest dealer — or even have a dealer contact you. Mitsubishi Motors North America, Inc.  

6400 Katella Ave., Cypress, CA 90630-0064  1-888-MITSU2019 
MITSUBISHICARS.COM

FOOTNOTES

FOOTNOTES (CONTINUED)

 1. The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc., and any use of such marks by Mitsubishi is under license.
 2.  Sirius services require subscriptions, sold separately after 3-month trial included with vehicle purchase. See our Customer Agreement for complete terms at www.siriusxm.com. If you decide to continue your Sirius services at the end of your trial subscription, the plan you 

choose will automatically renew and bill at then current rates until you call SiriusXM® at 1-866-635-2349 to cancel. Programming subject to change. Sirius satellite service available only to those at least 18 and older in the 48 contiguous USA, D.C., and PR (with coverage 
limitations). SiriusXM® and all related marks and logos are trademarks of SiriusXM® Radio Inc.

 3. Apple CarPlayTM and Siri® are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.

 4. Google, Android, Android Auto, Google Play, and other marks are trademarks of Google Inc. To use Android Auto on your phone screen, you’ll need an Android phone running 5.0 (Lollipop) or higher and the Android Auto app.
 5.  ©2018 Rockford Corporation. All Rights Reserved. ROCKFORD FOSGATE, PUNCH and associated logos where applicable are registered trademarks of Rockford Corporation in the United States and/or other countries. Specifications subject to change without notice.
 6. The Automatic High Beam (AHB) headlights system is a driver aid only. Factors such as a dirty windshield, variable weather, changing light conditions, or hilly terrain may also affect system performance.
 7. The Lane Departure Warning (LDW) system is designed to read the lane marks under certain conditions. It is not a collision avoidance system and is not a substitute for safe and careful driving.
 8. The Blind Spot Warning (BSW) system is a driver aid only and is not a substitute for safe and careful driving. Under certain circumstances, this system may not detect other vehicles correctly.
 9. The Lane Change Assist system is a driver aid only and is not a substitute for safe and careful driving. Under certain circumstances, this system may not detect other vehicles correctly.
 10. The Rear Cross Traffic Alert (RCTA) system is a driver aid only and is not a substitute for safe and careful driving. Under certain circumstances, this system may not detect other vehicles correctly.
 1 1. The Multi-View Camera system is a driver aid only and is not a substitute for visual confirmation. The view on the screen is limited and objects outside that view will not be seen.
 12. The Forward Collision Mitigation (FCM)/Pedestrian Detection (PD) system is a driver aid only and is not a substitute for safe and careful driving. Under certain circumstances, the system may not detect other vehicles and/or pedestrians correctly.
 13. The Adaptive Cruise Control System is not a collision avoidance system or an automatic driving system. It is designed to use only limited braking and is never a substitute for safe and careful driving. Never rely solely on the Adaptive Cruise Control system.
 14. Claim based on EPA estimated combined mileage of 37 mpg (Mirage G4). EPA estimates are to be used as a standardized comparison with other vehicles. Your actual mileage will vary depending on how you drive and maintain your vehicle.
 15. Claim based on EPA.gov site GHG rating MY 2018-2019.
 16. 39 mpg combined (37/43 city/hwy) CVT-equipped model. Actual mileage may vary.
 17.  Airbags are part of a Supplemental Restraint System (SRS). To decrease the risk of injury from a deploying airbag, always wear your seat belt, sit upright in the middle of the seat, and do not lean against the door. Always place children 12 and under in the rear seat and use 

appropriate child restraints. Never place a rear-facing infant restraint in the front seat. See your owner’s manual and instructions provided with your child restraint for additional information.
 18. Based on EPA highway mileage rating. Actual mileage may vary.


